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About The Alnwick Garden
One of the world’s most contemporary gardens, The Alnwick Garden was built to
break the rules. Eighteen years ago, The Duchess of Northumberland embarked upon
the creation of “A huge public garden of classic symmetry and astonishing beauty…”
and today, The Garden is not only an inspiring landscape with beautifully sculpted
foliage emphasised by water but the Wirtz International design has combined unique
features and spaces to encourage interaction, learning and play.
The Garden includes; the UK’s only Poison Garden, home to a gruesome collection of
lethal plants; Europe’s largest wooden Treehouse, which doubles as a first class
restaurant and is fully accessible to wheel chair users, and the Bamboo Labyrinth
comprised of Fargesia rufe, a bamboo specifically sourced from China.
Gentle walks can be enjoyed around our Rose Garden, which includes over 3000
roses, and our Ornamental Garden, which boasts one of the largest
collections of European plants in the UK.Visitors are encouraged to play in the
spell-binding water sculptures of the Serpent Garden and toy tractors are provided for
children to collect water from the overflowing walls of the splendid Grand Cascade,
with which they then tend to water the lawns!
Each season provides the garden with a host of new colours; spring sees the
emergence of snowdrops, magnolias and daffodils, and in May, the Cherry Orchard is
transformed as it becomes a cloud of white cherry blossom, carpeted with thousands
of alliums in a sea of purple. Summer welcomes towering blue delphiniums in the
Ornamental Garden and the Rose Garden, swathed with honeysuckle and clematis,
sports more than 3000 roses in full bloom, filling the garden with incredible scents.
As autumn arrives, there is a chameleon-like transformation of the hornbeams that
border the Grand Cascade and the crab apple hedges glow with bright red and yellow
crabs, creating stunning bands of colour on the UK’s only crab apple pleaching.
Winter frosts set the scene for the icy
Grand Cascade’s magnificent water displays
and at night The Alnwick Garden transforms the dark evenings into a stunning
spectacle of light and colour.
As well as standing for contemporary
gardening excellence, The Alnwick Garden
is also a registered charity that stimulates
change through play, learning, the arts, and
healthy
activity, and addresses disability and the
economic renaissance of a rural community.

The Treehouse
Completed in 2005, The Treehouse was
inspired by The Duchess of
Northumberland and is set 18 metres
above ground amongst a leafy canopy of
lime trees.
The largest wooden treehouse in Europe,
its wobbly rope bridges are all accessible
to wheelchairs and pushchairs, and its lofty
decking provides a calming vista of foliage.
Constructed by a host of carpenters and
joiners, each section of the treehouse walls
are unique to the craftsman that built them
and encircle a roaring log fire.
The Treehouse is also a favourite of some
famous diners and has hosted the cast of
Downton Abbey, as well as Princes William
and Harry.

The Poison Garden
Created by The Duchess to promote
learning about the use of dangerous and
illicit drugs, the Poison Garden contains
such plants as belladonna, hemlock, tobacco
and, with a licence from the UK home
office, cannabis.
Although the Poison Garden also features
many plants that can be found growing in
British back gardens, visitors are forbidden
to taste, touch and even smell the plants
and must be accompanied by specialist tour
guides, who provide visitors with tales of
their historical and sinister uses, particularly
in relation to grisly deaths.

The Ornamental Garden

The original kitchen garden to the Alnwick Castle, the Ornamental Garden is entered via
sixteenth-century Venetian gates acquired by the fourth Duke of Northumberland during the
1850s. It houses over 16,000 plants in a stunning array of colours and was designed as a series of
‘rooms’, each beautifully framed by shrubs.

The Cherry Orchard

Planted in 2008, the Cherry Orchard is the largest orchard of Tai haku ornamental cherry trees
in the UK and can be seen in bloom between April and May. Also known as the ‘Great White’,
the Tai haku was lost to cultivation in Japan for centuries before being recognised by plant
collector Captain Collingwood Ingram, who introduced it back to Japan in 1932.

The Rose Garden

The Rose Garden contains over 3,000 David Austin English roses. With 200 different species,
including the exquisite Alnwick Rose, the Rose Garden comes to life from May until early winter
and offers a glorious mix of fragrance. The roses have been carefully selected for colour and
smell to provide a sensory journey through the garden.

The Serpent Garden

Constructed in the shape of a serpent, The Serpent Garden’s tail begins near the Pavilion and its
coils embrace a sequence of seven water sculptures. Designed by William Pye, each sculpture
explores the different effects physics has on water before reaching the serpent’s head at the final
sculpture, Torricielli.

